Persistent’s Data Audit Log provides a comprehensive data audit log for Appian workflows—which business data element changed in the workflow, at which point in the workflow, when, and by whom. The Data Audit Log also provides the ability to configure which data elements need to be monitored.

Key business attributes that change in the workflow can be monitored for change.

Who Changes, What, When

Comprehensive Data Audit Log for workflows.

Multi-Level Drill-downs

Configure which data elements need to be monitored through the workflow.

Very Comprehensive

Data elements tracked throughout the workflow—name, what action is taken (added, modified or deleted), what was the old value, what is the new value, who performed this action, when did the action take place.

Searching and Filtering

Ability to filter audit log, specific to key values and by date range of the modification time.

Easy to Integrate

One simple, easy to configure node in the process model enables the Data Audit Log.

User Action Audit

Data Audit Log can be configured to provide audit on user actions—Very Powerful!
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